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Abstract 

Outcome-based contracts (OBCs) offer machine outcomes while maintaining machine ownership with the manufacturer. To this 

end, the scientific literature lacks systematic studies on sharing insights from the perspective of small and medium-sized enterprise 

(SME) machine manufacturers (MMs) while implementing OBCs. We interviewed four SME MMs that have successfully offered 

OBCs. Further, we use exploratory multiple-qualitative case study research. We identified that SME MMs face various challenges, 

such as ownership of expensive machines, the long payback period of OBCs, protection of IP, the need for constant innovation, 

and delivering the required performance while offering OBCs. Further, we identified that SME MMs have identified ways to 

mitigate these challenges, such as involving third parties to own the machine and ensuring earnings by including separate contracts 

for other activities such as installation, maintenance, training of the employees working on machines, and logistics, to overcome 

the challenge of the long payback period of OBCs. Additionally, we identified various SME MM-related benefits from OBCs, such 

as entering competitive markets, optimizing the cost of operating the machine, novel efficient ways of selling and marketing 

machines, avoiding money laundering and legal issues, and reducing investment through recycling the machine and its components 

that SME MMs have while offering OBCs. We share insights into how SME MMs offer OBCs, which typically involve significant 

risks, by empirically studying the challenges, mitigation of challenges, and benefits of offering OBCs. 

 

Keywords- Product-service systems, Outcome-based contracts, Servitization, Small and medium-sized enterprises, Manufacturing. 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 
Manufacturing enterprises that were previously selling only their machines have now started to offer 

outcomes with the help of outcome-based contracts (OBCs) (Schaefers et al., 2021). In OBCs, this outcome 

is in the form of the hours of machine availability, output units produced from the machine, and the savings/ 

economy created by the OBCs (Böhm et al., 2016; Grubic and Jennions, 2018; Korkeamäki et al., 2022; 
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Neely and West, 2022; Lin et al., 2023; Shanmugam and Dhingra, 2023). Offering OBCs has many 

advantages from the perspective of manufacturing enterprises, such as becoming loyal suppliers (Baines et 

al., 2007), enhancing business knowledge (Solima et al., 2016), and having positive environmental impacts 

(Tukker, 2015). In the current study, we plan to understand what challenges and benefits small and medium-

sized enterprises (SME) and machine manufacturers (MMs) have while offering OBCs. 

 

The current scientific literature focuses on how large manufacturing enterprises offer OBCs. For example, 

there are articles that deploy the Business Model Canvas (BMC) to make decisions on items such as the 

value proposition, key partners, key activities, key resources, and customer segments while offering OBCs 

or designing the transition towards offering OBCs (Barquet et al., 2013; Adrodegari et al., 2017; de Olivera 

et al., 2018). Similarly, there are articles focusing on the importance of IoT and digitalization technologies 

while delivering OBCs (Grubic and Peppard, 2016; Rymaszewska et al., 2017; Paiola and Gebauer, 2020). 

Moreover, there are articles that study the operational practices (Korkeamäki et al., 2022; Baines and 

Lightfoot, 2013) and competencies (Rabetino et al., 2017; Gebauer et al., 2017; Visnjic et al., 2018) that 

support the delivery of OBCs. However, the challenges faced by organizations while offering OBCs and 

the mitigation of those challenges are not discussed. For example, when it comes to the ownership of the 

equipment, scientific literature suggests that the equipment is owned by MMs (Barquet et al., 2013; 

Adrodegari et al., 2017; Gebauer et al., 2017). However, for SME MMs, it would be a challenge to own the 

expensive machines during the initial phase and when the machines are not performing. For SME MMs to 

be successful while offering OBCs, it is critical to identify such challenges and various ways to mitigate 

them. 

 

Extant literature has focused on large enterprises. Insights from large enterprises cannot be applied to SMEs, 

as SMEs have different resources, opportunities, and needs. For example, large enterprises have more 

financial resources (Mittal et al., 2018; Müller et al., 2018), and they have multiple businesses that run in 

parallel to ensure earnings. Likewise, the financial resources available to large enterprises support them in 

sustaining long payback periods in OBCs. On the other hand, SME MMs are typically highly specialized. 

As a result, the SME MMs are dependent on a single source of revenue, and for them to offer OBCs, it is 

complicated. Similarly, successful large enterprises have developed separate service units to offer OBCs 

(Lenka et al., 2018). However, adding a separate service organization will add complexity to the structures 

of SME MMs, creating high coordination costs and limiting flexibility. To generate returns, time is needed, 

and there will be a dead valley before OBC earnings reach investment-based model earnings. 

 

Existing studies in the scientific literature do not share insights from SMEs that have successfully offered 

OBCs. There are studies (Zancul et al., 2016; Dahmani et al., 2020; Low et al., 2022) that consider the SME 

MMs’ perspective while offering maintenance, renting, and leasing contracts. Similarly, servitization has 

been considered a competitive strategy for SMEs. As a result, frameworks and maturity models 

(Kowalkowski et al., 2013; Adrodegari et al., 2017; Adrodegari and Saccani, 2020; Kolagar et al., 2022) 

focusing on the design of servitization business models (BMs) have been proposed. Additionally, the 

capabilities and technologies required by SME MMs for servitization have also been proposed (Gebauer et 

al., 2012; Kanninen et al., 2017; Schroeder et al., 2020). Nevertheless, none of these studies focuses on 

identifying the challenges and benefits that SME MMs have while offering OBCs. Overall, the scientific 

literature presents only one case of a SME MM offering product-service systems (Adrodegari et al., 2017). 

The overview of challenges identified in this study (Adrodegari et al., 2017) is related to changes in 

customer conditions and service personnel and the estimation of cost calculations, and it was suggested that 

these risks can be mitigated by the length of the contract and a customer being penalized for changing the 

contract conditions. Similarly, the benefits of offering OBCs are related to the prediction of machine failure. 
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Overall, insights into SMEs specifically offering OBCs have not been discussed. In conclusion, this study 

addressed the following three main research questions: 

 

RQ1: What are the critical challenges faced by small and medium-sized machine manufacturers when 

offering outcome-based contracts?  

RQ2: How are the identified challenges mitigated by small and medium-sized machine manufacturers when 

offering outcome-based contracts? 

RQ3: What are the benefits for small and medium-sized machine manufacturers when offering outcome-

based contracts? 

 

We provide insights into how SME MMs can successfully offer OBCs. Our insights are based on findings 

from four SME MMs that have successfully implemented OBCs. These insights were identified using an 

exploratory qualitative multiple-case study method. We investigate B2B MMs that are unique because they 

are involved in the manufacturing of sophisticated machines and face complications related to resource 

heterogeneity, adoption of technologies, and communication with stakeholders. Furthermore, SME MMs 

are even more interesting to study because they face challenges related to SMEs, B2B manufacturing 

enterprises, and the delivery of outcome-based contracts. 

 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the theoretical background of this 

study. section 3 describes the research methodology we followed in the study. In section 4, we present the 

results of our study and discuss the results in section 5. Finally, section 6 presents the conclusions, 

theoretical and managerial implications, limitations, and future research directions of our study. 

 

2. Theoretical Background 
According to the European Union, SMEs are defined as enterprises with fewer than 250 employees, an 

annual turnover of 50 million euros or less, or an annual balance sheet of less than EUR 43 million. SMEs 

have huge significance in the EU economy. For example, in Germany, SMEs account for up to 99.6 percent 

of enterprises, 59.4 percent of employees, and 35.9 percent of annual turnover (German Federal Ministry 

of Economic Affairs and Energy, 2014). However, despite the significance of SMEs, overall research on 

SMEs remains rare (Müller et al., 2018; Mittal et al., 2018). 

 

2.1 Small and Medium-Sized Machine Manufacturers 
Mittal et al. (2018) provide an illustrative and condensed description of manufacturing SMEs’ main 

characteristics compared to large enterprises: these characteristics sum up to include eight overall clusters 

of characteristics. These include finance, technical resource availability, product specialization, standards, 

organizational culture, employee participation, alliances, and collaboration. Furthermore, SME MMs are 

often the suppliers of components and subsystems to larger companies. Thus, SME MMs experience 

difficulties moving downstream in the value chain because of potential competition with their larger 

customers, distributors, and installers (Gebauer et al., 2010). 

 

Furthermore, the implementation of OBCs centrally deals with new ways of sharing risks and benefits. 

However, SME MMs lack resources, expertise, and risk-taking capability due to their small size compared 

to large companies (Müller et al., 2018). On the contrary, SME MMs might simultaneously benefit from 

their relative flexibility and potentially faster decision-making capability (Mittal et al., 2018) while offering 

OBCs. To sum up, SME MMs are truly different from larger companies in many important respects, and 

these differences make it difficult for SME MMs to directly use studies regarding BMs and new services 

that have been made in the context of large enterprises. 
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2.2 Servitization and Outcome-based Contracts 
Servitization involves offering product-oriented, use-oriented, and result-oriented BMs (Tukker, 2004). 

Product-oriented, use-oriented, and result-oriented BMs are also referred to as product-service systems 

(Tukker, 2004). Product-oriented BMs cater to investment-based models, where the machine is owned by 

the customer and the customer pays for the additional services such as maintenance of the machine. Use-

oriented BMs cater to renting and leasing services, where the machine is owned by the manufacturer and 

the customer pays for using the machine. Finally, there are result-oriented BMs, where ownership of the 

machine belongs to the manufacturer and the customer pays for the results, or outcomes, delivered by the 

machine. Result-oriented BMs are also referred to as performance-based contracts (Hypko et al., 2010b; 

Liinamaa et al., 2016) and outcome-based contracts (Grubic and Jennions, 2018). 

 

Result-oriented BMs are further categorized as activity management/outsourcing services, pay-per-service 

units, and functional results (Tukker, 2004). In the pay-per-service unit, the customer pays for the time units 

(or the number of hours the machine is deployed for) and the number of output units produced by the 

machine. More recent studies have used the terms pay-per-use (Gebauer et al., 2017; Uski et al., 2022) and 

availability OBC (Böhm et al., 2016; Grubic and Jennions, 2018; Korkeamäki, 2021) when the customer 

pays for time units. For example, the number of hours a tractor is used to extract fruits and vegetables from 

the field. Whereas output OBC (Korkeamäki, 2021) and pay-per-output (Uski et al., 2022) are the terms 

used to denote the output units produced. For example, the number of copies photocopied using a 

photocopier machine. Finally, functional results consider the amount of added value (e.g., energy savings) 

that the provider brings from the customer’s perspective. For example, the units of energy saved while using 

a generator are offered in OBC. Recent literature has used the terms economic OBC (Uski et al., 2022) and 

pay-per-outcome to denote functional results (Böhm et al., 2016; Grubic and Jennions, 2018; Korkeamäki, 

2021). 

 

In this study, we use OBCs to denote similar BMs and services. Furthermore, we categorize OBCs into 

availability, output, and economic OBCs. In scientific literature, OBCs are quite often referred to as BMs 

(Ng et al., 2009; Grubic and Jennions, 2018), even though related studies do cover some but not all the 

major aspects of a BM. For instance, considering BMC components, only the value proposition is usually 

covered by OBC-related studies, whereas aspects like cost structure, key partners, and customer segments 

are not usually covered. 

 

2.3 Servitization in Small and Medium-Sized Machine Manufacturers 
Only a few academic studies (Kowalkowski et al., 2013; Adrodegari and Saccani, 2020; Kolagar et al., 

2022) address servitization from the SME perspective. Bhamra et al. (2018), noting the specific needs of 

SMEs for service and business model development, argue that customized information is required to 

implement product-service systems in SMEs. Overall, existing research on service models largely neglects 

how company size affects service development (Gebauer et al., 2020). For instance, Oliva and Kallenberg 

(2003) argue that companies must enter the service market by serving an installed base. However, SMEs 

often sell through distributors, deliver through installers, and have limited access to their installed bases. 

 

2.4 Unique Challenges Faced by Small and Medium-Sized Machine Manufacturers 
To our knowledge, the current scientific literature offers only one study (Adrodegari et al., 2017), focusing 

on the challenges faced by a Finnish SME MM while offering OBCs. These challenges were related to 

changes in customer conditions and service personnel, cost estimations, and customer interest in carrying 

the OBCs. Adrodegari et al. (2017) also suggested that these challenges were mitigated by penalizing 

customers for changing the initial contract conditions. Similarly, predicting failures was suggested as a 

benefit of SME MMs while offering OBCs (Adrodegari et al., 2017). However, the study (Adrodegari et 
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al., 2017) only presented a single case study focusing on SMEs offering economic OBCs only. The present 

study performed an in-depth qualitative analysis of four diverse SME MMs to share their challenges and 

the benefits that they faced during the successful implementation of OBCs. 

 

3. Methodology 
The scientific literature lacks studies on how manufacturing enterprises can design OBCs (Adrodegari et 

al., 2018; Bains and Lightfoot, 2014), and we did not find any studies focusing on the design of OBCs from 

the perspective of SMEs. Therefore, we selected a qualitative multiple-case study research method, an 

inductive research approach, as the way to deal with a topic requiring exploratory research (Meredith, 1998; 

Yin, 2003). Moreover, our research: i) focuses on a contemporary real-life topic; ii) consists of how and 

what research questions were asked; and iii) we, as researchers, did not have any control over the events 

that accompanied our research questions. 

 

Case Selection: Since the objectives of our research and the exploratory nature of our empirical settings 

followed theoretical conceptualization based on non-probability sampling techniques rather than a 

statistical sampling logic, we employed a theoretical sampling approach (Gentles et al., 2015) to select 

different types of SME MMs. Furthermore, the convenience and accessibility of the company 

representatives also played an important role in identifying the companies (Mason, 2010). Therefore, our 

focus was to select companies that could depict a variety of situations and challenges faced when SME 

MMs offer OBCs. Moreover, we selected companies based on the following inclusion criteria: First, we 

selected SME MMs dealing in the B2B domain. Second, we selected companies that have implemented 

their OBCs for more than two years to ensure that the outcomes and benefits of OBCs are more evident. 

 

We started identifying the companies by searching on Google for the SME MMs that have successfully 

offered OBCs. We shortlisted such companies by going through studies, websites, and reports available on 

Google to understand what kind of OBC these companies offered. Furthermore, we identified OBCs based 

on their definitions (see section 2.2). Finally, we invited people at the senior management level (e.g., 

director and CEO) of these shortlisted companies to participate in our research, and finally, representatives 

of four SME MMs agreed to participate. 

 

Our four SME MMs were selected to be diverse in various important OBC-related aspects (see Table 1) 

based on: i) the type of enterprises, for example, machinery and equipment manufacturing, metal product 

manufacturing, and electronics inspection; ii) the type of OBCs they offered, for example, availability OBC, 

output OBC, and a hybrid of availability OBC and economic OBC; iii) primary function of the machine 

offered during OBCs, for example, producing industrial gases and metals, and inspecting electronics 

hardware and software; iv) the machine offered by companies was standardized, or both standardized and 

customized; and v) the machine criticality (highly critical vs. less critical) to the customer’s operations. 

 

Data Collection: Since the research questions of our study have so far been unexplored and our questions 

required follow-up queries, we used semi-structured interviews to collect data (Adams et al., 2015). We 

started with developing a list of broad interview questions to evoke insights regarding how the MMs make 

important decisions when it comes to offering OBCs. As identified in the previous studies (Lay et al., 2009; 

Hypko et al., 2010a), these decisions focus on aspects concerning ownership of assets involved in offering 

OBCs, design of their OBCs, operations of their OBCs, and recycling of their machines involved in 

offering. We asked questions related to these decisions in two phases. During the first phase, we asked the 

representatives of companies to share and briefly comment on who takes ownership of assets and the 

responsibilities related to various design, operations, and recycling decisions when it comes to offering 
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OBC (Appendix I). Whereas, during the second phase, due to the time limitation, we discussed the three 

most important decisions while offering OBCs that were identified by the company representatives. 

 

To develop the interview questions, we considered the typology proposed by previous studies (Lay et al., 

2009; Hypko et al., 2010) regarding the decisions that manufacturing enterprises consider while offering 

servitization concepts like performance-based contracts. Since the previous studies (Lay et al., 2009; Hypko 

et al., 2010) were done more than a decade ago, we also considered a few more decisions based on our 

understanding. For example, when it comes to ownership, we asked who owned assets such as the machine 

during and after its phase of use (Lay et al., 2009; Hypko et al., 2010), software, data, and raw materials. 

Similarly, regarding the design phase, we asked about the importance of various decisions and their 

responsibilities, such as the type of OBCs offered (Lay et al., 2009; Hypko et al., 2010), machine utilization 

level, installation and logistics of the machine, duration of the contract, contract handling responsibility, 

and terms of penalty. Moreover, we asked questions about the importance of operational decisions and their 

responsibilities, such as location of operation for the machine (Lay et al., 2009; Hypko et al., 2010), skills 

and training of personnel, manufacturing of end products by using machine, and machine maintenance. 

Finally, we also asked who took responsibility for recycling and scrapping the machine. 

 

At the beginning, the scope of the study was explained to representatives of the companies. The interviews 

were conducted virtually via the Microsoft Team platform. In addition, we also video and audio recorded 

our interviews. Moreover, we used Thinktank, an online platform, to conduct interviews. Thinktank allowed 

the interview participants to write their responses regarding the questions, and we were also able to see the 

responses of the participants. Furthermore, at the end of the first phase, the company representatives could 

see all the responses and were able to modify them. Similarly, the Thinktank facilitated the representatives 

in identifying the three most important decisions from their company’s perspective (as all the decisions 

were displayed together on their screens). 

 
Table 1. Company background. 

 

 

Background dimensions Company A Company B Company C Company D 

Type of Enterprise Machinery and Equipment 
Manufacturing 

Metal Product 
Manufacturing 

Fabricated Metal Product 
Manufacturing 

Electronics 
Inspection 

Size of Enterprise SME SME SME SME 

Company started 2010 1972 1985 2018 

Turnover ≈ 2.5 m€ ≈ 6.6 m€ ≈ 18 m€ ≈ 6 m€ 

Type of OBC Hybrid output OBC & 
economic OBC 

Output OBC Availability OBC Output OBC 

Years since OBC is 

offered 

5 2 2 2 

Primary function of the 

machine 

Producing industrial gases Processing metals Metal and sheet metal 
processing 

Inspection of 
electronic hardware 

and software 

Standard/ Customized 

machine 

Standard Standard/Customized Standard/Customized Standard 

Degree of machine 

criticality for customer 

Less critical Highly critical Highly critical Highly critical 

Location (headquarters) Northern Europe Central Europe Central Europe Southeast Asia 

Interview 

Representative 

Director (Partners) Director Director Founder and CEO 

Mode of interview MS Teams and ThinkTank MS Teams and ThinkTank MS Teams and ThinkTank MS Teams and 

ThinkTank 

Fleets Not offering Not offering Not offering Not offering 

Movable/ Installed 

equipment 

Installed Installed  Installed Plug and Play 
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Data Analysis: The transcripts during the current study were in the form of audio-video files, interview 

notes, responses on Thinktank, and websites and reports of the companies. For the analysis of companies, 

the recorded interviews and Thinktank responses were manually coded (Appendix II). We also contacted 

the company representatives after the interviews to discuss the preliminary results of our study and obtain 

more details on the incomplete information. 

 

Since data from different sources, like interviews, responses on Thinktank, websites, and reports of the 

companies, converged towards the same results, triangulation was observed (Yin, 2003). Our research also 

satisfied construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability (Yin, 2003). As the company 

representatives reviewed the final version of the case analysis, construct validity was satisfied. As the study 

was not causal in nature, internal validity was not required (Yin, 2003). The external validity was checked 

with the help of literal and theoretical replications during the research design phase. Finally, different 

members of the research team independently interpreted and analyzed the data and obtained the same 

results; therefore, reliability was also satisfied. 

 

4. Results 
In this section, we discuss the results. Section 4.1 presents the results related to the challenges faced by 

SME MMs while offering OBCs and the ways to mitigate these challenges. In section 4.2, the benefits 

received by SME MMs while offering OBCs are discussed. The company names were mentioned for a 

challenge, mitigation, or benefit when they directly referred to them. As the challenges, risks, and 

mitigations were not asked (refer to section 3: Data collection and analysis), at times company 

representatives did not suggest something as a challenge but implemented ways to mitigate those 

challenges. 

 

4.1 Challenges Faced by SME MMs While Offering OBCs and How They Mitigate These 

Challenges 
The challenges, mitigation ways, and company representative quotes corresponding to both the challenges 

and the mitigation ways have been presented in Table 2. 

 
Ownership of expensive machines 

Challenge (Companies A, B, C, D): The SME MMs stated having several financial limitations. Therefore, 

offering OBCs was found by all companies to require huge capital to finance expensive machines (see 

Table 2). As a result, it was experienced as a unique SME MM challenge to acquire the huge amount of 

capital to offer OBCs. 

 

Mitigation (Companies A, B, C): The SME MMs stated that they have been trying to identify a third party 

that can own the expensive machines offered during the OBCs. When a financial instrument, such as a third 

party is involved in the ownership of expensive machines, SMEs can mitigate the risks of owning such 

machines. In this regard, two out of four of our companies (A, B) were already getting third-party financing 

while offering OBCs (see Appendix I), whereas the representative of Company C suggested that they were 

trying to identify a partner for financing. Further, company D self-finances its OBCs and recognizes that 

this is a risk because they are an SME (see Table 2). 

 

Long payback periods of OBCs 

Challenge (Company A, B, C, D): In investment-based models, MMs are paid to sell their machine. 

However, the transition towards OBCs is complicated, as the payback time is longer than that of investment-
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based models. As a result, OBCs need long-term financing before the payback time is reached and profit 

starts to accumulate (see Table 2). For SME MMs, sustaining this long payback time is not easy. 

 

Mitigation (Companies A, B, C, D): The SME MMs look for separate contracts, to ensure minimum 

earnings to mitigate the challenge of long payback periods in OBCs. These separate contracts as shown by 

all four companies, are related to activities such as installation of the machine, skill enhancement training 

of the personnel involved in operating the machine, machine logistics, and machine maintenance (see 

Appendix I). In this regard, all four companies used installation and maintenance as separate contracts. Skill 

enhancement and training of personnel are used by companies A, B, and C, and logistics are used by 

companies A, C, and D as separate contracts for earnings (see Table 2). 

 

Customers not utilizing the machines 

Challenge (Company D): In OBCs, the earnings of SME MMs depend on the customer’s machine 

utilization. However, the OBCs do not work in favor of SMEs, as their earnings are reduced if customers 

do not utilize the machine (see Table 2). 

 

Mitigation (Companies A, B, C): The penalty and contract duration terms are designed to guarantee 

minimum earnings for SME MMs. Penalty terms ensure that there is a minimum fee for SMEs to earn even 

when the customer is not using the machine (see Appendix I). Similarly, SME MMs use variable pricing 

strategies. In variable pricing, the machine usage level by the customer is continuously monitored, and if it 

is sufficiently high, then a new pricing favoring the SMEs is negotiated with the customer (see Table 2). 

 

Similarly, the duration of OBCs is very long (see Appendix I). Companies B and C have contracts for 1-5 

years. However, company A has a continuous contract that is automatically renewed after the end of each 

year. If the customer of company A wants to end the contract, the customer needs to inform company A 

one year in advance. Thus, it provides company A with sufficient time to identify a new customer. 

 
IP Protection 

Challenge (Company D): IP provides a competitive edge for technology-oriented companies. The IP might 

be in the software, hardware, or both. Technology-oriented companies are very protective of their IP, and 

they avoid dealing with customers in countries where the legal system is not very strong. Overall, SME 

MMs are selective in choosing customers while offering OBCs (see Table 2). 

 

Mitigation (Company D): SME MMs have a strong legal contract for offering OBCs. A strong legal contract 

ensures that their IP cannot leave their grasp. Moreover, even if someone has copied their IP, they are ready 

to defend their own case. Furthermore, SME MMs only offer OBCs to customers located in countries with 

strong legal systems (see Table 2). 

 

Need for constant innovation 

Challenge (Company B): SME MMs, while offering OBCs, also face enormous competition from other 

SMEs and large enterprises. In this regard, they need to constantly innovate. Moreover, SMEs need to be 

careful to survive and avoid mistakes while offering OBCs. Consequently, they also need access to the data 

generated by the machine when it is with the customers. 

 

Mitigation (Companies C, D): When SME MMs offer OBCs, they can access the machine data. Analysis 

of this data reveals how the customer has been using the machine. Thus, improvements and innovations can 

be implemented in the machines. These innovations will lead to customer satisfaction. Our data showed 

that all four companies had access to the machine-related data from the customer (see Table 2). 
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Table 2. Quotes related to the challenges faced and mitigation ways by the interviewed small and medium-sized 

machine manufacturers when it comes to offering outcome-based contracts. 
 

# Challenge 

faced 

Challenge Related Quote(s) 

by Company 

Representative(s) 

Mitigation of 

Challenge 

Mitigation Related Quote(s) by Company Representative(s) 

1 Ownership of 

expensive 

machine 

Company D: ‘…OBC growth is 

limited, because we are SME, 

we need capital to execute 
OBC…’ 

Involve third 

party to own 

the expensive 
machine 

Company A: ‘…(machine) owned by financing partner for some 

part of the duration of use…’ 

Company B: ‘…financial strength is different because we are SME, 
we cannot do OBC direct, our company and end customer needs the 

third part financing, at the moment we have worked through 3rd 

party financing, maybe in future other options…’ 
Company C: ‘…. our company owns the machine…trying to find a 

partner (third party) who will own the machine…. when turning 

from investment-based model to OBC turnover is dropping 
dramatically….’ 

2 Long payback 

period of 
OBCs 

Company C: ‘…when turning 

from investment-based model 
to OBC turnover is dropping 

dramatically…’ 

Offer separate 

contracts to 
ensure 

minimum 

earnings 

Company B: ‘…. we sell our machines with training included…it is 

limited period usually during the machine installation…we also 
have remote training or training for new employees…this is 

important for us….’ 

3 Customers 
not utilizing 

the machines 

Company D: ‘…. if the 
customer is not using machine, 

you are not earning anything, 

minimum is not enough….’ 

Defining 
penalty terms 

and contract 

duration to 
ensure 

minimum 
earnings 

Company C: ‘…if customer is using machine a lot that will be 
divided for months…. if customer does not use machine a lot there 

will be a discussion about increased price…they do not have fixed 

minimum price for contract…’ 

4 IP Protection Company D: ‘…machine 

consists of two 

parts…hardware part and 
software part (license model) 

…. problem some of these 

technologies can be copied…’ 

Designing 

strong legal 

contract 

Company D: ‘…. make sure that legal paper is good, not easy for 

SME. (we offer OBC) in countries where legal system is 

strong…target is larger companies to minimize risks…’ 

5 Need for 

constant 

innovation 

- Get access to 

the machine-

related data 

Company D: ‘…. keeping the ownership of machine, we can do 

continuously improvements to machine and keep customer 

satisfaction at the highest level, no permissions needed (for data) 
etc. Customer loved when we do new improvements to the machine, 

and we don’t charge it….’ 

Company C: ‘…this is what we want to learn from each customers 
data to make our machine better…’ 

6 Offering 

required 

performance 

Company D: ‘…if installation 

doesn’t work, we cannot make 

money…’ 

Taking 

responsibility 

of activities 
like training, 

maintenance, 

and 
installation, 

and getting 

access to data 

Company B: ‘…it (installation) is the heart of the business 

delivery…you can fulfill your contract…and after installation has 

done you are basically out of risk and responsibility…this is critical 
in terms of machinery business…’ 

Company B: ‘…we sell our machines with training included…it is 

limited period of time usually during the machine installation…we 
also have remote training or training for new employees…this is 

important for us…’ 

Company B: ‘…it is written in the manuals what kind of 

components (raw material) you can process with our machines…. 

customers have specific instructions for this…’ 
Company B: ‘…(data) this is relevant for customers and our 

company in order to see the behavior of parts and life stand and stuff 

like that…but it can be shared by customer only, so it does not 
belong to us…the third party does not care about the shape of the 

product…they care about the performance of the machine…they 

care about use-based data…’ 

 
 

Delivering the required performance 

Challenge (Company D): If the stipulated performance is not delivered in OBCs, then the SME MMs are 

penalized. At times, the use of incorrect raw materials, incorrect installation, improper maintenance, or 
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customers not taking proper care of the machine can lead to a failure to deliver the required performance 

(see Table 2). 

 

Mitigation (Companies A, B, C, D): When SME MMs offer OBCs, they ensure delivery of performance by 

following various measures. First, they maintain the responsibility for activities such as installation, 

maintenance, and skill enhancement training for personnel. Our data showed that the responsibility for 

installation and maintenance belonged to all four companies. The responsibility for skill enhancement and 

training of employees using the machine was with companies A, B, and C. The machine in company D did 

not require any training as it only required switching on and off. Furthermore, detailed instructions 

regarding authorized raw materials that can be processed with the machine and how the process takes place 

are also mentioned by the SME MMs to avoid maintenance (see Table 2). 

 

Moreover, SME MMs also have access to data. The data allows them to see how various parts of their 

machine behave and when they need to be repaired or replaced. These measures of predictive maintenance 

also ensure the delivery of the required performance. All four companies had access to the data generated 

by the machine at the customer’s location (see Table 2). 

 

 

4.2 SME MMs Benefits While Offering OBCs 
The challenges, mitigation ways, and company representative quotes corresponding to both the challenges 

and the mitigation ways have been presented in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Quotes related to the benefits by the interviewed small and medium-sized machine manufacturers when it 

comes to offering outcome-based contracts. 
 

# Benefits Benefit Related Quote(s) by Company Representative(s) 

1 Entering competitive 
markets 

Company A: ‘…machine is so much more expensive than competitor’s machine that it is not possible to 
sell it as an investment product…customers didn’t believe performance level enough in the beginning to 

pay such a high price for the machine…with OBC it is possible... third party financing is used to finance 
machines….’ 

2 Sales and marketing of 

OBCs 

Company B: ‘…third party financing is one more sales tool to get more business…’ 

3 Optimizing the cost of 
operating the machine 

Company B: ‘…(data) this is relevant for customers and our company in order to see the behavior of parts 
and life stand and stuff like that…but it can be shared by customer only, so it does not belong to us…the 

third party does not care about the shape of the product…they care about the performance of the 

machine…they care about use-based data…’                                                                              
Company B: ‘…it is written in the manuals what kind of components (raw material) you can process with 

our machines…. customers have specific instructions for this…’ 

Company D: ‘…. training of personnel is very important to keep machine up and running….’ 
Company D: ‘…. if installation doesn’t work, we cannot make money….’Benefits related to avoiding 

money laundering and legal issues 

Company D: ‘…. make sure that legal paper is good, not easy for SME... Used in countries where legal 

system is strong…’  

Company D: ‘…. risk managing/funding asset…you have to select/check customer carefully… target is 

larger companies to minimize risks… down payment is used to minimize risks…’ 

4 Reducing the investment 
through recycling the 

machine and its components 

Company D: ‘…. machine components (sophisticated electronic parts) are reused, mechanics (mechanical 
parts) not normally reused…’ Company D: ‘…. machine comes back, refurbish, and sold again as OBCs…’ 

 
 

Benefits related to entering competitive markets 

With the help of our data, we observed that one of the studied companies (Company A) considered OBCs 

a boon to bring its machine to market. Selling expensive machines through the investment-based model 

was a challenge for SME MMs. Moreover, the presence of competitors with lower prices further magnified 
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the challenge. However, with OBC, it was possible for customers to use third-party financing and prefer 

using a machine with higher output as compared to the competitor’s machine. 

 

Benefits related to sales and marketing of OBCs (Company B) 

With the help of the data collected from the four companies, we also found that one of the studied companies 

(Company B) observed benefits related to the growth of their OBC. OBCs can open opportunities for niche 

markets and customer segments that are not available when SME MMs offer investment-based models. The 

OBCs provide an additional new sales channel when third-party financing is used. The financing company 

acts as an additional sales channel (see Table 3). 

 

Benefits related to optimizing the cost of operating the machine (Companies A, B, C, D) 

Offering OBC allows SME MMs to optimize the cost of operating the machines. The operating cost of the 

machine was optimized during OBCs for the following two reasons: First, while offering the OBC, the 

SME MMs had access to the data produced during the operations performed by the machine. Access to data 

allows the analysis of data and the study of the entire machine and its different parts. This ensures that the 

machine is utilized in the most efficient manner. The data collected from all four companies revealed that 

they had access to machine-related data generated at the customer’s location (see Table 3). 

 

Second, SME MMs that offer OBCs spend less on maintenance-related activities. While offering OBCs, 

the authorized materials that need to be used with the machine are stated in the manuals (see Table 3). 

Similarly, SME MMs train the employees of their customers who will be working with the machine. This 

training also reduces the chances of machine breakdown due to improper use by employees (see Table 3). 

Further, the correct installation of the machine is necessary for the proper functioning of the machine 

involved during OBCs. As a result, SME MMs also take responsibility for installing machines at the 

customer’s location. Thus, maintenance-related issues are reduced because of the installation of the machine 

(see Table 3). 

 

Offering OBCs does not involve any one-time payment for the machine by the customer. Rather, it involves 

continuous, periodic payments by the customers. As a result, there may be default customers who are unable 

to pay the required amount. Further, it is troublesome from a financial and resource perspective for SMEs 

to fight legal battles. Therefore, SME MMs offer their OBCs to large companies located in developed 

countries where the legal system is strong. Similarly, SME MMs also check customer profiles carefully and 

ask them for down payments (see Table 3). 

 

Benefits related to reducing the investment through recycling the machine and its components 

SME MMs use sophisticated machine components when offering OBCs. In investment-based models, these 

components must be sourced from suppliers. However, when offering OBCs, SME MMs can get the 

machine back once the contract is over. Based on the machine and its components, either they can offer the 

entire machine or some of its components in their existing OBCs, or they may repair the machine and offer 

it in their next OBCs. Thus, OBCs reduce the investment involved in offering a machine by recycling the 

machine and its components (see Table 3). 

 

5. Discussion 
Below, we present a discussion of our results in sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. We discuss the presence 

of several factors related to the challenges, mitigation, and benefits from the perspective of offering OBCs. 

Whereas the theoretical and managerial implications are presented in sections 5.3 and 5.4. 
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5.1 SME MMs Challenges and Mitigation of These Challenges While Offering OBCs 
We found that there are major challenges and their mitigation ways that were considered critical by the 

studied SME MMs while offering OBCs (RQ1 and RQ2). These challenges are critical because all the 

diverse companies studied and those working with different business logics identified them. Therefore, 

these challenges might also be significant for other SME MMs and should be investigated further. 

Furthermore, through interviews, we found that SME MMs were able to mitigate these challenges by 

employing various strategies. 

 

Ownership of the expensive machine 

Due to the cost of the machine, owning the machine is a challenge for any company offering OBCs. 

However, with the help of our analysis in the current study, we identified that owning an expensive machine 

is a very critical challenge for the SME MMs offering OBCs. Moreover, we also observed that all four case 

companies have deployed various approaches to mitigate the challenge. For example, both company A and 

a third party partially own their machines. While, for company B, a third-party completely finances their 

machines. Company C owns the machine for now; however, they are actively looking for a third party to 

own the machine. Finally, company D owns the machine. However, due to being in a developing country, 

it is difficult for them to find third-party financiers who understand OBCs and are ready to own expensive 

machines. The main source of earnings for company D was through the licensing of their software; 

therefore, they were able to survive the challenge of owning the expensive machine. The challenge of 

owning an expensive machine may not be that critical for large enterprises, as the financial resources are 

available to them (Mittal et al., 2018). Likewise, due to available assets and negotiation powers, it is easier 

for large enterprises to get loans at a comparatively lower interest rate (Dietrich, 2012). In addition, the 

large enterprises may not involve third parties to avoid sharing the profits that OBCs will make. 

Furthermore, to get legal and tax advantages and for easier bookkeeping purposes, the large enterprises 

may even create a separate division or a subsidiary company for financing their OBCs (Lenka et al., 2018). 

Large enterprises might need the support of third parties when they are offering fleets of machines in their 

OBCs. On the other hand, SME MMs cannot even think of offering fleets of machines without getting 

support from third parties. Overall, owning an expensive machine while offering OBCs is a very critical 

challenge for SME MMs, and the four companies studied have suggested ways to mitigate this challenge. 

 

Long payback period of OBCs 

Longer payback periods become a major challenge while offering OBCs, as the cash flow during the 

transition phase is slower and reaching break-even takes longer. Moreover, for SME MMs, it becomes even 

more critical to generate earnings during the initial period of offering OBCs. However, SME MMs can also 

start by offering a hybrid of investment-based models and OBCs to ensure earnings. Once they start earning 

from OBCs, they can make a smoother transition towards offering pure OBCs. Further, when the machines 

have a longer lifetime and it takes a few years to achieve break-even point, the SME MMs need to make a 

tradeoff. This tradeoff is between minimizing risks by involving a third party to own the machine and 

sharing a major proportion of profits with them and maximizing risks by not involving a third party to own 

the machine and getting all the profits. Large enterprises have multiple businesses running (Muller et al., 

2018), and therefore, they can wait for longer payback periods in OBCs. In this regard, all our interviewed 

SME MMs started to serve separate contracts for services like maintenance, installation, and training to 

ensure constant earnings. Overall, the long payback period is a very critical challenge for the SME MMs 

offering OBCs, and the four studied companies have suggested various ways to mitigate this challenge. 

 

Customer Not Utilizing the Machine 

The earnings in OBCs are based on the outcome delivered by the machine. If the machine is not being 

utilized, it will not produce any outcome and there will be no earnings. Thus, further building the limitations 
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of finances (Mittal et al., 2018) and limited sources of income (Muller et al., 2018) from the perspective of 

SME MMs offering OBCs. The studied SME MMs have started to use variable pricing strategies to 

overcome this challenge. In the variable price strategy, the customer pays a minimum fee even when they 

are not utilizing the machines, and if the customers use the machine, then they need to pay based on the 

output. Further, some SME MMs (e.g., companies’ B and C) may offer customized machines, where the 

role of their machines would be very critical for customer operations, thus reducing the chances of machines 

not being utilized. Likewise, SME MMs can also focus on serving multiple customers at the same time to 

enhance the utilization of their machines. For example, their machine can be transported to different 

locations during the day to serve multiple customers. Therefore, this important problem of machines not 

being used by the customer will not be faced when machines are of a movable nature. However, the machine 

would not be able to serve multiple customers if it were installed at the customer’s premises. 

 

IP Protection 

IP plays a critical role in offering OBCs, as it helps in monitoring the machine. IP can take many forms, 

such as hardware, software, data, and technology. SME MMs like Company D also want to protect their IP 

while offering OBCs by taking ownership of various forms of IP. If their IP is in conflict, then the SME 

MMs will face issues related to their limited financial resources (Mittal et al., 2018) and the specialized 

expertise (Mittal et al., 2018; Lenka et al., 2018) in their own field. This might not be a challenge for large 

enterprises, SME MMs who do not have their IP in machines, or SME MMs like company A that have 

patented their IPs and are located in places where there are strong regulations to protect IP. Therefore, 

company A did not consider IP a critical challenge, whereas company D, even after having patented their 

IPs because of their location, considered IP protection a major challenge. Further, ownership of IP can also 

protect SME MMs from third parties who are ready to finance and own the machine. 

 

Need for Constant Innovation 

Additionally, interviews with the representatives of the companies’ C and D led to the identification that 

SME MMs also face tough competition from other SMEs and large enterprises, and they need to find novel 

ways to be more innovative and competitive. Further online connectivity of machines ensures data 

collection and analysis in real-time. Analyzing the data produced by their machines can lead to further 

improvements in the design of the machine and software features. The improvements and innovations in 

the machine will improve the machine's performance and reduce the cost of operations from both the 

customer’s and SME MM’s perspectives. Thus, the SME MMs offering OBCs would be able to differentiate 

themselves based on the costs. In investment-based models, SME MMs did not have access to data, but 

OBCs facilitate access to data and customer feedback. Thus, leading to innovations in machines. In 

investment-based models, the SMEs face the issue of accessing the data related to machines (Chan and 

Chung, 2002), and their research department is also not that active (Lenka et al., 2018). However, by 

offering OBCs, the SME MMs can overcome these limitations and become more competitive. 

 

Delivering The Required Performance 

Limited financial resources (Mittal et al., 2018) and limited information accessibility (Chan and Chung, 

2002) make it challenging for SME MMs to deliver the required performance. If this performance is not 

delivered, then the SME MMs will be penalized. SME MMs take responsibility for installation (companies 

A, B, and C; company D's machine is plugged) and maintenance (all four companies), training the customer 

employees working with the machine (companies A, B, and C) to ensure that the machine is handled with 

care. In addition, SME MMs avoid maintenance by mentioning detailed instructions regarding the type of 

raw materials that can be processed by the machine and how the raw material needs to be processed. Further, 

the SME MMs, while offering OBCs, can, with the help of data analysis, perform preventive maintenance 
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and avoid machine downtime to deliver the required performance. As discussed earlier, all these 

responsibilities that SME MMs have also come with earnings. 

 

5.2 SME MMs Benefits While Offering OBC 
We also identified various benefits for SME MMs while offering OBCs (RQ3). These benefits were not 

observed by the studied SME MMs while they were offering machines in investment-based models.  

 

Benefits related to entering competitive markets 

In investment-based models, there are limited revenue sources. Similarly, external funding and innovation 

that can happen through the use of cutting-edge technology and data analysis in OBCs are comparatively 

slow. Thus, SMEs find it difficult to compete with large enterprises and enter competitive markets. 

However, while offering OBCs, SMEs can enter competitive markets (markets dominated by incumbents) 

with machines that are expensive and high-end in terms of technology through OBCs by overcoming 

finance (and other) key challenges through mitigation efforts mentioned in RQ1 and RQ2, respectively. 

 

Benefits related to a novel way of sales and marketing of their OBCs 

Traditionally, because of the limited availability of financial resources and personnel, SMEs find it difficult 

to find new customers by improving their sales and marketing strategies. However, with the help of the 

current research, we identified that even third parties can join hands with SME MMs (e.g., company B) 

towards the sales and marketing of their OBCs by spreading in niche markets. The customized machines 

produced for niche market customers reduce competition as there will not be other MMs producing such a 

customized machine. Moreover, the niche market will lead to long-term, loyal customers. Thus, 

guaranteeing the cash flows. As third parties have financed the equipment, they will also try their best to 

find new customers. 

 

Benefits related to optimizing the cost of operating the machine 

In investment-based models, where the customer owns the machine, the collaboration between the MM and 

the customer is minimal to the extent of making deals for purchasing, and thus, optimizing the cost of 

operating the machine is very complicated. However, in OBCs, the MMs are responsible for the additional 

activities required to deliver the outcome of the machine. With the help of our four SME MMs, we identified 

that SME MMs can optimize the operating cost of machines using the following approaches: analyzing 

their machine-related data, training employees and customers who will be working with the machine, and 

maintaining the responsibility of machine installation and machine maintenance. However, if a machine 

(e.g., company D) does not require installation, training of employees and software maintenance can be 

done remotely. Furthermore, if this machine is movable, then the manufacturer’s trained employees can 

take care of all these responsibilities and transport it to the customer’s site to deliver the required outcome. 

Overall, the cost of operations can be optimized while offering OBCs. 

 

Benefits related to avoiding money laundering and legal issues 

In addition, offering OBCs creates a comparatively long-term relationship between the customer and 

manufacturer as compared to investment-based models. Therefore, we also identified that SME MMs (e.g., 

company D) may reduce their risks of offering OBCs by not offering OBCs to other SMEs and large 

enterprises that are established in countries where the legal system is not strong and asking customers to 

make down payments. Large enterprises may not need to follow these ways of offering OBCs. As large 

enterprises have the funds and networks to sustain legal and money laundering issues. Thus, OBCs offer 

unique ways for SME MMs to avoid money laundering and legal issues. 
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Benefits related to reducing investment through recycling the machine and its components  

As SME MMs can get their machine back once the contract is over (e.g., company D). If the machine cannot 

be offered in the next OBC, they may use sophisticated electronic components for another machine. 

Similarly, they can refurbish the mechanical parts of the machine and use it to offer OBC to the next 

customer. This recycling of machine and its components also leads towards IP protection and sustainability. 

SME MMs do not have this benefit when they offer investment-based models, as they may not be able to 

control the reverse supply chain of the machine and its components. 

 

5.3 Theoretical Implications 
Overall, with the help of the current research, we identified the challenges, ways of mitigating the identified 

challenges, and the unique benefits that SME MMs have when they offer OBCs. The existing scientific 

literature on OBCs mostly focuses on large enterprises (Barquet et al., 2013; Gebauer et al., 2017). We add 

to the previous study (Adrodegari et al., 2017) by focusing on OBCs offered by SME MMs. 

 

The previous study suggested that SME MMs offering OBCs face challenges related to changes in customer 

conditions and service personnel, cost estimations, and customer interest, whereas we identified that SME 

MMs face various other challenges, such as ownership of expensive machines, long payback period of 

OBCs, protection of IP, the need for constant innovation, and delivering the required performance while 

offering OBC. Similarly, the previous study also suggested that their identified challenges can be mitigated 

by penalizing customers for changing the contract conditions initially present in the contract. However, our 

studied SME MMs mitigated their challenges by involving third parties to own the machine, offering 

separate contracts to ensure earnings, keeping ownership of IP, getting access to data for innovation, and 

taking responsibility for activities like maintenance, installation, and training to ensure the required 

performance. Finally, a previous study suggested that SME MMs, by offering OBCs, can predict failures. 

Whereas we identified that SME MMs can also have benefits such as entering competitive markets, 

optimizing the cost of operating the machine, finding novel and efficient ways of selling and marketing 

machines, avoiding money laundering and legal issues, and reducing investment through recycling the 

machine and its components while offering OBCs. 

 

5.4 Managerial Implications 
The current research can also help the managers of SME MMs that plan to offer OBCs. The identified 

challenges and their mitigation ways will inform the managers regarding how they can overcome those 

challenges. Furthermore, the managers can evaluate if the challenges and mitigation ways apply to their 

organization. For example, it might be difficult for an SME MM to find a third party to own their expensive 

machine; similarly, there might be a machine that does not need to be switched on and off, thus not requiring 

maintenance and installation. In such cases, the manager of an SME MM needs to identify alternate options 

for owning the machine and offer separate contracts. Furthermore, the identified benefits can also motivate 

the managers of SME MMs to offer OBCs to get unique competitive advantages and create new customers. 

 

6. Conclusions 
We identified that despite being diverse in many aspects, such as the nature of the company, type of OBC 

offered, and criticality of the machine, we found the presence of several factors, such as limited financial 

resources, limited negotiation powers, limited employee skills, limited sources of income, limited expertise, 

and limited information accessibility, that affect SME MMs when they offer OBCs. Thus, demonstrating 

that company size matters when SME MMs are offering OBCs. Despite all the limitations, we show four 

successful SME MMs that were able to successfully offer OBCs and mitigate the challenges faced while 

offering OBCs. Moreover, we also identified unique benefits that SME MMs gained while offering OBCs. 
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We conclude that there are critical challenges faced by SME MMs when offering OBCs. In more detail, we 

identified SME MMs specific challenges when offering OBCs (RQ1) that were related to the ownership of 

expensive machines, the longer payback period of OBCs, customers not utilizing the machine, protecting 

IP, the need for constant innovation, and delivering the required performance while offering OBCs. Based 

on our analysis, we also identified that some of these challenges, like ownership of the expensive machines 

and the long payback period while offering OBCs, were more critical for SME MMs. Owning the expensive 

machines becomes a challenge, as SMEs have limited financial resources (Mittal et al., 2018) and limited 

negotiation powers and assets (Dietrich, 2012), so owning such expensive machines and securing loans 

from financial institutes becomes difficult. Moreover, as SMEs have limited financial resources (Mittal et 

al., 2018) and limited sources of income (Muller et al., 2018), the long payback period while offering OBCs 

also becomes a challenge for SME MMs. Large enterprises may also face the identified challenges; 

however, due to the availability of financial resources, assets, high negotiation powers, and multiple 

businesses running in parallel, these challenges might not be that critical for them. 

 

We further conclude that the mitigation ways identified (RQ2) in the current study provide a unique outlook 

towards solving the critical challenges identified in RQ1. These mitigation ways include involving third 

parties to own the expensive machines, ensuring earnings by including separate contracts for other activities 

such as installation, maintenance, training of employees working on machines, and logistics to overcome 

the challenge of a long payback period, designing favorable terms for penalties and contract duration to 

ensure utilization of machine, developing strong legal contracts to protect their IP, getting access to 

machine-related data for constant innovation, and taking responsibility for various activities such as 

installation and maintenance to ensure that the machine is able to offer the required performance. Based on 

our analysis, we also identified that some of these identified mitigation ways such as involving third parties 

to own the expensive machines and ensuring earnings by including separate contracts for various activities 

such as installation, maintenance, and training of employees, seemed to be more critical for SME MMs. 

When third parties or the financing partners are ready to own such expensive machines the SME MMs can 

overcome the limitations regarding financial resources, negotiation powers, and assets. Additionally, SME 

MMs, while serving separate contracts for additional activities and by offering hybrid investment-based 

models and OBCs, can ensure earnings and thus overcome their limitations related to financial resources 

and limited sources of income. However, since large enterprises do not have financial limitations, they have 

assets and negotiation powers, and they have multiple businesses running in parallel, the identified 

mitigations might not always be deployed by large enterprises. 

 

Moreover, we also identified unique benefits that SME MMs can have while offering OBCs. These benefits 

are unique as they can only be observed when SME MMs offer OBCs. These benefits are related to entering 

competitive markets, optimizing the costs of machine operations, finding novel ways of sales and marketing 

of machine, avoiding money laundering and risk issues, and reducing investments through recycling 

machine and its components. Some of the benefits that are unique for SME MMs include entering 

competitive markets and novel ways of sales and marketing. SMEs can enter competitive markets 

dominated by incumbents with machines that are expensive and high-end in terms of technology through 

OBCs by overcoming finance and other key challenges identified in RQ1 and overcoming them through 

mitigation efforts mentioned in RQ 2. Similarly, in OBCs, third parties support sales and marketing and 

can help SME MMs enter niche markets. Entering niche markets will allow SME MMs to build brand 

loyalty and long-term customers (Galvão et al., 2018). Thus, ensuring constant cash flow for financially 

constrained SME MMs. 
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6.1 Limitations and Future Work 
Although in our current research we studied four diverse SME MMs, there are many other SME MMs that 

exist, and the strategies for risk mitigation and overcoming challenges might be relevant for them to a 

different degree. As a result, future studies should identify the unique ways for risk mitigation and 

overcoming challenges that are followed by them while offering OBCs. Similarly, future research can focus 

on studying the unique benefits and advantages that other SMEs receive while offering OBCs. Additionally, 

a comparative study leading to similarities and differences between OBCs is offered by SME MMs, and 

large enterprises should also be studied. Finally, all four companies studied offered a machine that needed 

to be installed at the customer’s site. In the future, SME MMs offering movable machines can also be 

studied for comparison. 

 

The challenges and their mitigation strategies identified in the current research were critical because they 

were faced by different types of companies that worked with different business logic. Therefore, these 

challenges and their mitigation strategies achieved for SME MMs should be studied in future research. 

Similarly, identifying the unique benefits and advantages offered by OBC also leads to optimization of the 

cost of operations and sustainability. Such benefits can also motivate managers of SME MMs to offer 

OBCs. 
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Appendix I: Category of Interview Questions and Answers of the Case Companies 

 

 
Question 

categories 

Specific questions under each 

category 

Answers (Company) 

Who owns the 

following: 

Machine (during phase of use) SMMI (A, C, D) Customer (B) Third Party 

Machine (after phase of use) SMMI (A, B, C, D) Customer (A) Third Party 

Software SMMI (A, B, C, D) Customer (A) Third Party 

Production Data SMMI (A) Customer (B, C, D) Third Party 

Maintenance Data SMMI (A, D) Customer (B, C) Third Party 

Raw materials SMMI (A, D) Customer (B, C) Third Party 

Design of OBC Machine utilization level High (A) Flexible (C) 

Installation SMMI (A, B, C, D) Customer Third Party (A) 

Logistics SMMI (A, C, D) Customer (B) Third Party 

Duration of contract 1-5 years (B, C, D) >5 years Continuous (A) 

Contract handling responsibility SMMI (A, C, D) Customer  Third Party (B) 

Terms of penalty Minimum Fee (A, B, D) Variable Pricing © 

Operational 
decisions 

Skills and training of personnel SMMI (A, B, C) Customer (D) 

Manufacturing of end-product SMMI (C, D) Customer (A, B) 

Maintenance of machine SMMI (A, B, C, D) Customer 

Recycling Scrapping, Upgrading SMMI (A, B, C, D) Customer (D) 

 

 

Appendix II: Coding of the Transcripts 

We followed the steps (Smith et al., 2009) for manual coding of the transcripts. 
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Identifying broad themes: Three researchers started coding by identifying the broad themes by reviewing 

the transcripts and the research objectives; thus, three broad themes emerged. These themes were related to 

the challenges faced by the case companies, the methods followed by the case companies to mitigate the 

challenges, and the benefits that our case companies had while offering OBC. Initially, two researchers 

independently identified the data from transcripts of one case company for all three broad themes. 

Subsequently, the issues faced during coding and the meaning of each broad theme were clarified. Once 

the coding process was unanimously agreed upon, the two independent researchers coded the remaining 

three cases, and the third member reviewed the data present in the file of each case company for potential 

issues. At the end of this step, we had one file for each broad theme. 

 

Decisions within each broad theme: Two researchers independently considered the first broad theme, that 

is, the challenges faced by case companies while offering OBC. After going through the file representing 

this broad theme, our research team decided to consider six themes: ownership of the machine, long payback 

periods, customers not utilizing the machine, protecting their IP, the need for constant innovation, and 

delivering the required performance. Since the broad theme of mitigating the challenges was related to the 

first broad theme, the first two broad themes were merged. Similarly, while considering the broad theme of 

benefits related to offering OBC or case companies, the following four themes were suggested: optimizing 

the cost of operating the machine, sales of OBC, identifying customers for offering OBC, and recycling the 

machine and its components. 

 

Identifying similar traits: We observed that similar decisions influenced more than one broad theme. 

Therefore, two researchers discussed decisions that overlapped or were similar and were present in more 

than one broad theme. Finally, after being satisfied with the relevance of the decisions, they were either 

removed from one of the broad themes or kept in both broad themes. Finally, all the decisions and data for 

a broad theme were placed in a single Excel file. 

 

Assessing content within a broad theme: We deployed both within-case and cross-case analyses to analyze 

our data (Yin, 2003; Anderson et al., 2010). We identified that some decisions pertaining to a broad theme 

were agreed upon by all four case companies, whereas decisions related to some broad themes were agreed 

upon by only three or two case companies. At times, decisions related to a broad theme were agreed upon 

only by a single company. This agreement depended on the nature of the industry and the business logic 

followed by the case company. 
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